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THE PERSONALITY OF MOTHER AND DAUGHTER IN THE KEEPER 

OF DREAMS NOVEL (1989) BY ANNA RAEBURN :  

A PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 

 

Abstract 

 

This study aims to discover the personality of the main character reflected in the 

Keeper of Dream novel by Anna Raeburn. This study is psychoanalityc 

perspectives put forward by Sigmund Freud. The objective of this study is to 

analyze the novel based on the psychoanalytic theory. The type of this research is 

qualitative research. This study focuses on the major character of the novel. This 

study uses two data source, primary and secondary data source. The primary data 

source is the novel itself and the secondary data source is the information related 

with the study. The method of collecting data is qualitative method. 

 

Keyword : personality, sigmund freud, psychoanalityc theory 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menemukan kepribadian karakter utama yang 

tercermin dalam novel Keeper of Dream oleh Anna Raeburn. Penelitian ini adalah 

perspektif psikoanal yang dikemukakan oleh Sigmund Freud. Tujuan dari 

penelitian ini adalah untuk menganalisis novel berdasarkan teori psikoanalisis. 

Jenis penelitian ini adalah penelitian kualitatif. Penelitian ini berfokus pada 

karakter utama novel. Penelitian ini menggunakan dua sumber data, sumber data 

primer dan sekunder. Sumber data primer adalah novel itu sendiri dan sumber 

data sekunder adalah informasi yang terkait dengan penelitian. Metode 

pengumpulan data adalah metode kualitatif. 

 

Kata kunci: kepribadian, sigmund freud, teori psikoanalitas 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Literature is one of human creations that can provide and describe the human 

experience with human and human with environment. Literature involved all 

aspects human life expressing various feeling, emotions, thoughts and views about 

life and truth in life that can communicate it with other people, they literary works 

are realized by using language as a medium. Literature is a simply another way 

we can experience the world around us through our imagination (Edward, 1990:1) 

literature is divided into some literary works and one of them is novel. 

Novel is a literary work that has a potential meaning to be a media to 

express ideas emotions or even personal experience which constructed to be a 

fascinating story. According to Wellek and Warren (1989:282) The novel is a 
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picture of real life and manners, and of the time in which it is written. The 

romance in lofty and elevated language describes what never happened nor is 

likely to happen. 

The love of parents to the children is the most important thing that influenced 

child growth and development. It will be a heart pressure if the child is less of 

love from their parents. An envy often comes when seeing other children who 

give love and attention from their parent. This case especially occurred on an 

orphans. It is true they get love from their substitute parent but that is not enough. 

Keeper of dreams is an old novel that successful enough. That is evidenced by 

there are many reprint from various publisher.  

Anna Raeburn was born on April 3rd 1944. She is a British broadcaster and 

journalist who is known for her role as an "agony aunt", giving advice on 

relationships and more general life problems. As a broadcaster, she has worked 

for Capital Radio, LBC and the original Talk Radio. She currently writes the 

weekly blog 'Annalog'. one of Britian’s best-known journalists, having worked for 

Woman, Cosmopolitan, Over 21 and on Capital Radio’s long running phone-in, 

‘Anna and the Doc’. She co-wrote the television series ‘Agony’, and her 

autobiography, Talking To Myself, was published in 1984. Keeper Of Dreams is 

her first novel. 

An emotional saga, focusing on the relationship between a mother and her two, 

very different, daughters. The relationship between a mother and her daughter is 

so unique that many researchers are interested is analying it. All her life Mercer, 

12 years younger than her sister Lindsay, has watched the seeds of jealousy in her 

family being sown. This is a story of complex family ties. 12 years separate. 

The drive down to my sister’s is ugly. It’s the sort of country that only 

called country because there aren’t enough houses close together for it to be called 

town. It’s a pretty enough day in summer 1986 and I’m already dreading what 

driving down to my sister’s on Boxing Day will be like. 

Mercer from her older sister Lindsay-a half generation gap that has driven them 

apart. Lindsay is twelve years older than me. She was born into a different 

world,my mother was a different woman when she had her from the woman she 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_London
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LBC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talksport
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was when she had me. My father was a different man. I knew  something about 

the differences but i’d never throught about whether they should count or  not. I 

was brought up to believe in the sancity of differences,individualism, but nobody 

bothered to teach me that there might be a price put on it. Or that the price might 

be to do with different definitions of love. There are had been rumbling about the 

will Lindsay wanted my mother to leave. My mother would say that she knew that 

Bob had some very good points but she couldn’t live with him. However,she 

assured me with some force that she didn’t want to live with anybody. Lindsay 

and I are very different. She’s tall and I’m small. She locks off and I explode. She 

fights with rectitude,my sister the good daughter,the hard worker. My mother’s 

house is thirty miles away from her own home and at least once a week she drives 

over to see my mother. When she arrives,she fixes the sink or folds the blankets or 

does bits of gardening whatever my mother,Joan,wants her to do. 

Same with the novel Keepers of Dreams, it explains about personality 

mother‘s and daughter‘s, which is the story in the novel about their relation make 

every reader are interested to read it. One of the psychological studies is 

personality. Personality is what makes that person different from other people, 

perhaps even unique ( Boeree , 2006:6). Novel as one of literary works can be 

analyzed on its characters personality by using psychological theory.  

Psychoanalysis is a theory related to the function and development of human‘s 

mental. It is a comprehensive system in psychology which is developed to handle 

the people who have neuroses and the other personality problems. 

Personality has three important elements, that is id (biological aspects) ego 

(psychological aspect), and superego (social aspect). Wellek and Warren (1977: 

139) explain that psychology can enter to literature by studying the psychology of 

the writer, psychology of the character, and also psychology of the reader. 

Psychology can enter literature because the author uses his feeling and emotion in 

creating work as happens in novel. Psychology is the scientific study of mental 

processes. Topics of interest to psychologists include the nervous system, 

sensation, and perception, learning and memory, intelligence, language, thought, 

growth a development, personality, stress, and health, psychological disorder, way 
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of treating those disorders, sexual behavior, and the behavior of people in social 

setting such as groups and organizations. 

There are some reasons why I decide to choose this novel as the object of 

this research. Firstly, this novel is written by Anna Raeburn in Australi, it’s very 

interesting because it told about relationship between mother and daughters. It 

indicates that she wants to draw her opinion through this novel. Secondly, in this 

novel is told something unusual treat to regular women relates with the thing that 

usually only men and majesty women who have right to do that.  

The researcher will analyze on the issue “ The Personality of Mother And 

Daughter In The Keeper of Dreams’s novel (1989) by Anna Raeburn : A 

Psychoanalytic Theory”. 

2. METHOD 

In this thesis, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. Tocomplete the 

data, the research searched data by reading the novel. This study uses two data 

source, primary and secondary data source. The primary data source is the novel 

itself and the secondary data source is the information related with the study. In 

analysis data, the researcher will use descriptive qualitative analysis of content. The steps 

of technique of data analysis as follows :Analyzing the structural of the novel, trying to 

decide the psychoanalytic theory of literary work, making discussion of the finding, 

making conclusion. 

3. FINDING AND DISSCUSION 

The research focused on the aspect of daughter and mother that consists of three 

important elements. They are id, ego and superego by Sigmund Freud Theory in 

the novel "Keeper of Dreams" by Anna Raeburn. Here, the writer tries to describe 

the personality mother and daughter, Joan and Mercer. The writer serves the data 

following the story in the novel page by page. 

Based on those, this chapter is divided into three main part, they are the id of Joan 

and Mercer, the ego Joan and Mercer and the last the superego of Joan and 

Mercer. 

The analysis of major character’s personality above shows that each 

classification of them gives an important element in building the major character. 
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Analysis the researcher tries to relate one element to the other. In the Keeper of 

Dream novel by Anna Raeburn the major character is Joan and Mercer. The 

researcher describes that human personality can be change and it is shown in 

major character, Joan and Mercer. Keeper of Dreams is built in standard and non 

standard grammatical structures in dialogue or narration. The analysis of the 

personality of the main character in the structural element gave the important 

point of the main character’s life and condition. Based on the explanation in the 

main character personality. Anna Raeburn in Keeper of Dreams show the different 

personality in Joan and Mercer. The structure of personality : the id, the ego, and 

the superego influence their personality. 

At the point when the three character structures can be joined together and 

run in concordance then it is workable for a person to carry on with his life well. 

Joan is the character needs to drive the longing on the character's life. Actually, 

Joan must have the true love for Mercer. Her id and superego always support and 

perhaps pressure her ego for just to keep and take care of her daughter. The ego 

ideal is the part of the superego that includes the rules and standards for good 

behaviors. The id comes up by Joan as a mother to meet daughter for asking 

problem. While, her ego presses her to act something whether it is right or wrong, 

and final decision as the result of her id and ego. Her ego is loving and caring. 

Mercer is Joan’s daughter. Id ego and superego when id pressure her ego. Based 

on the analysis above the researcher conclude that id, ego, and superego of the 

major character. The three elements of personality id, ego, and superego which 

have biggest influence is ego. In the case her ego is controlling more often even 

for some moments. Since ego is the rule of the real world, his concept of her 

reality depends on how she accepts things logically or rationally. the superego 

evaluates based on consideration of the impulse of id and ego the unconscious 

mind impulse of daughter instinct to come for mother and her decision made is the 

result of the ego impulse. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysis from the previous study, the researcher finally is able to 

write down the conclusion. Based on structural analysis, Keeper of Dream novel 

characterization has major character there are Joan and Mercer which is become 

the object of the study. Drives of the id, ego, and superego have so strongly 

influence to behaviors, thoughts, and soul of Joan and Mercer in building their 

personality. Problems of the id, ego, and superego also happened in their psyche. 

The main character in Keeper of Dream, Joan is Loving and Mercer so very 

selfish. In their case, their ego which causes love. Parents will help and encourage 

their children when they feel sad and discouraged. Joan who always loved her 

daughter and Mercer who always obeyed his ego.  

Anna Raeburn wants to deliver moral message in this novel that the good 

personality is the process to be a good loving human. The people must be love in 

this life. if there are problems to be solved, do not regret later losing people who 

always love us, especially parents. 

Finally, by using the basic principle of psychoanalytic theory, the writer can 

interpret and illustrate the human personality even literary wokrs or reality life. In 

addition, based on the data analysis, conscious and unconscious drives influence 

and establish human personality ( behavior, thought, action, soul, etc ) both of 

them. 
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